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Abstract: In this burgeoning age and society where people are
tending towards learning the benefits adversarial network we hereby
benefiting the society tend to extend our research towards adversarial
networks as a general-purpose solution to image-to-image translation
problems. Image to image translation comes under the peripheral
class of computer sciences extending our branch in the field of neural
networks. We apprentice Generative adversarial networks as an
optimum solution for generating Image to image translation where
our motive is to learn a mapping between an input image(X) and an
output image(Y) using a set of predefined pairs[4]. But it is not
necessary that the paired dataset is provided to for our use and hence
adversarial methods comes into existence. Further, we advance a
method that is able to convert and recapture an image from a domain
X to another domain Y in the absence of paired datasets. Our
objective is to learn a mapping function G: A —B such that the
mapping is able to distinguish the images of G(A) within the
distribution of B using an adversarial loss.[1] Because this mapping
is high biased, we introduce an inverse mapping function F B—A and
introduce a cycle consistency loss[7]. Furthermore we wish to extend
our research with various domains and involve them with neural style
transfer, semantic image synthesis. Our essential commitment is to
show that on a wide assortment of issues, conditional GANs produce
sensible outcomes. This paper hence calls for the attention to the
purpose of converting image X to image Y and we commit to the
transfer learning of training dataset and optimising our code.You can
find the source code for the same here.
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I.

This makes cycle GAN suitable to image to image
translation where the given particular conditions on an input
image it can yield an output image. Our contribution as we
propose this paper is that cycle GAN is able to tackle
translation tasks with utmost accuracy. We have used Tensor
flow framework which alone is sufficient enough to attained
desirable results trained on GPU
1.1 Objective:
Our objective is to build a model for automatic translation of
images from one domain to another domain without explicitly
having the paired datasets of the two domains.

INTRODUCTION

Many problems arising in various domains can be overcome
with the advection of translation tasks. Image to image
translation comes under the supervised approach for
computer vison Cycle GAN helps us to overcome the lack of
paired datasets available everytime having to one to one
relationship between the source. Domain and target domain.
Just as a text can be conveyed in many languages the same
way any scene can translated into RGB with the help of
translation tasks creating enormous amount of images. We
explore Cycle GAN as generative model of data that learn the
generative nature of the pictures..
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Fig 1-Given any two unpaired datasets our paper
proposes translation between two domains
1.2 Motivation
Our project focuses on image to image translation which tends
to convert an image representation from one scene to another.
The motivation to perform this project comes from the idea of
neural style transfer where one tends to convert a realistic
scenery image into that of a painting. Our paper overcomes
the shortcomings faced in neural style transfer and pix2pix
conversion which the explicit one to one relationship between
input domain and output domain or in other words paired
datasets.
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III.

METHODOLOGY

GAN are class generative models which do not explicitly
model the data distribution, but rather provides a sample for it
and sampling is performed using deep neural network. This
neural network takes input a random noise vector and
transforms into the model distribution.
Pdata = {xI} i=1……….N
Our goal is to generate a model that is equivalent or similar to
the data provided.
Pmodel(x) = Pdata(x)

(1)

Fig -2 (a) Paired Datasets (b) Unpaired Datasets
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

[1]A diverse range of methods apply feedforward networks
for translation tasks. They gives us appealing results with the
forward propagation completing in a very short span of time.
These networks avails in image segmentation and sematic
label generation.
[2] Image outpainting is concerned with predicting the visual
context of a image beyond its boundary. It uses a three phase
training architecture involving DCGAN on a subset of
serene365 datasets. Given an image a*b size the model
outcasts a*b+2m image such that the images looks realistic
and natural.

Fig 3-Training pipeline in image outpainting
[3] GAN are class generative models which do not explicitly
model the data distribution, but rather provides a sample for it
and sampling is performed using deep neural network. This
neural network takes input a random noise vector and
transforms into the model distribution.
[4] With the upcoming innovation in the GAN ,Neural Style
transfer helps to become a artist with a few line of code.It
takes an input of two images an actual image and a conversion
image and then it blend it and coalesce the contents of the
image as if it was real artwork.
[5]The pix2pix cycle generative models were used to perform
paired image translation.It is capable of performing edge
detection , object detection.It converts the implicit sketch of
something into the desirable actual image .
[6]PAN is model based approach that focuses mainly on
enhancing the resolution of images. It comes under the class
of supervised learning using various CNN architectures and
upsampling and downsampling to achieve the desired task.
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Fig.4- General Methodology for General Adversative
Network
The Generative Adversarial framework consists of two neural
networks, one is the generator and other is the discriminator.
A Generator is a neural network that takes input a random
noise and transforms it into a sample from the model
distribution. The Discriminator s a neural network that whose
function is to determine if an input data is real or fake.
Discriminator can be described as analogous to erudite which
can detect whether a work is veraciousness or fallacious. [2]
3.1 Cycle GAN
Cycle Gan learns the mapping between two image domains
using an unsupervised learning. The method Cycle GAN
performs is by training a Generators to understand the relation
between a domain A into a image that makes it analogous
from domain B or vice versa[7]. Cycle GAN uses cycle
consistency loss to train the model without the need for paired
datasets. To translate images from one domain to another
domain it does not require one to one mapping between the
two domains.
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Fig 5 -Cycle GAN Architecture
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Given an image generated by the generator as GA(z) and the
discriminator assigns a score DB(GA(z)) to it. This score will
be between 0 and 1 and will tell us the probability of image
being real or fake.

IV.

3.2 Objective Of Cycle GAN
For a given z, the generator would want to maximize log
(DB(GA(z))) or minimize log(1- DB(GA(z)))[9].This is for
single z the generator would like to do this for all possible
values of z because every z coming from the normal
distribution is a valid input to the generator.[3]
If z was discrete and drawn from uniform distribution (i.e.
p(z)=1/Nz) then the generator objective function would be
N
min  1(log(1- DB(GA(z)))
(2)
i=1 N
However in our case z is continuous and not uniform (z~(0,I)
so the equivalent objective function would be
∫ p(z) log(1- DB(GA(z)))
(3)
Now lets look at the discriminator. The task of the
discriminator is to assign high score to real images and low
score to fake images. In other words it should try maximize
the following objective function
(4)

IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Pre-processing Of Images: To avoid overfitting of the
model the images are made to go through a no of steps before
which the image dataset can be used for modelling. The first
basic step crop the images to 256*256 and further on the
images are flipped horizontally and randomly shuffled to
attain the desired dataset required for modelling.[5]
4.2 Building the Generator:
Each of the cycle GAN generator consists of an encoder , a
decoder and a transformer. The input image is feeded to the
encoder.[13] The encoder is capable of extracting features
from the given input using convolution represenations.The
encoder consists of 3 convolutions that reduce the feature
after every iteration by one fourth. The first convolution uses
64 filters , the second one uses 128 filters and finally the last
one uses 256 filters.[9] The output of the encoder after
applying the leaky Relu activation is passed to the
transformer. The Transformer performs the upsampling and
downsampling based on the size of the input it received. The
output of the transformer is then passed to the decoder which
uses Transpose Convolution blocks to convert the image back
to its original size[4]. The generator loss is computed by
calculating the mean error between generated image and the
desired target image.

3.3 Adversarial Loss
We produce adversarial losses from the two the relating
functions and the discriminator associated with it.The first
term is computed when X domain is input is Y domain is
output and viceversa[11].

(5)
3.4 Cycle Consistency Loss
The cycle consistency loss is computed computing the
average root mean square error attained between the
translation of an image from one domain to another domain
and then again translated to the same domain yields image
similar to the actual domain image .Cycle consistency loss is
difference in features of the reconstructed original image and
the actual original image.[16]

(6)
Now we can formulate the objective of the cycle
consistency loss by coalescing all the losses associated
with the loss by a hyperparameter λ.[8]
Lossfull= Lossadv + λLosscyc

Fig 7-Generator Architecture in GAN
4.3 Build the Discriminator:
The architecture of the discriminator is a patch GAN.Each
residual block in the discriminator comprises of 4*4
convolution layer followed by instance normalization with
Relu activation with k filters and applying a stride of 2.After
the last convolution layer we use a sigmoid operation to attain
a 1*1 output. The shape of the output layer attained is
(batch_size,30,30,1).The discriminator receives source image
and target image which it has objective to distinguish as real
and source image and generated image it should distinguish as
fake.[9] We coalesce these inputs to attain the desired
architecture for the discriminator.

(7)

Fig8-Discriminator Architecture
Fig 6- Cycle consistency losses when image is translated
from one domain to another
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4.4 Network Architecture:
The network architecture comprises of two generators and
two discriminators that are to be trained to attain the
architecture. The first generator learns to transform the source
image to target image. The second generator learns to
translate the image back to the original source image. The
discriminator is trained to distinguish the real source image
and the reconstructed image.[7] Our network objective is to
minimize the reconstruction loss so as to attain translation
with maximum efficiency.
Fig 10- Translation from X to Y after 100 epochs

Fig8-Steps of Cycle GAN Architecture Implementation

Fig 11- Translation from Y to X after 100 epochs

4.5 Training the model:
The steps involved in training the model basically involves
the computation listed below:
 Get the prediction of real vs fake
 Calculate the total loss
 Backpropagate using gradients
 Optimize the gradients
All weights are initialized to a normal distribution centred
around zero with a standard deviation of 0.02.For GAN we
propose two optimizers one for the generator and other one
for the discriminator to help them running simultaneously and
thereby minimizing the loss.In this paper we propose two
adam optimizers with lamda=10 and beta=0.05 used for
training. The generator and discriminator both have opposing
loss function fighting against each other to provide the desired
result.The training is performed over 100 epochs using a
GPU. To increase the efficiency of the model we increase the
no of epochs the model through. .Increasing the no of epochs
though increases the efficiency but it increases the time
consumed to perform the translation.
V.

Fig 12- Translation from X to Y after 5000 epochs

MODEL VALIDATION

The following is plot of the training losses for the generator
and the discriminator after each epoch.
Fig 9-Traning loss for Discriminator and Generator
We can forsee that the generator start with very high errors but
with time piecemeal producing germane images thus helps in
enervating down the error. This provides us the the behoves of
diversity of applications such as neural style transfer and
increasing the resolution of given images .The prerequisites to
perform the following applications are just the source and
target datasets which in this case are just the directory of
images. Cycle GAN can be beneficial when need to to domain
translation but when the geometric translation comes into
focus it fails certainly the reason being it is trained to perform
only appearance changes not geometric changes.[8,9,10]
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Fig 13 – Translation from Y to X after 5000 epochs
We are able to recognize that Cycle GAN produce low
resolution images which is an ongoing field of research .We
observed that our model faced difficulty with matching the
colors with high precision which is due to cycle consistency
loss being too small for this to overcome this an entire
different approach is needed which tends to make our
approach supervised.[11]
5.1 Evaluation Metrics
The generator model is trained iteratively over a plethora of
epochs as there is no parameter to measure the objective
function we do not know when
to stop the training process of
the model.
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AMT Perceptual Studies: For the map->aerial task the
authors[12] run real versus the fake perceptual studies on
Amazon Mechanical Turk to measure the voraciousness of
the results obtained. Observers were given a pair of images
and were asked to determine which one of them they thought
were real.
French Inception Distance: We adopt FID to measure the
distance between the generated image and the real image .We
compute FID scores for zebra->horse translation comapare
with the other methods.[5]
5.2 Applications:






Collection Style Transfer: Cycle GAN knows to
replicate the an entire collection of works instead of just
transferring the piece of it.[5]
Object Transformation: Cycle GaN can the transfer the
object from one domain to another very beneficial in the
health sector for organ transplant.[14]
Season Transfer: Cycle GAN is also capable of
inverting the images from one season to another thus help
in forecasting.
Painting Generation: Cycle GAN can convert the image
into painting and vice versa also thus opening and
creating an entire new artwork.
Photo Enhancement: Cycle GAN is also capable of
increasing the clarity of a image
thereby increasing dpi associated with every image.

framework of the model cycle GAN posit that these research
could be useful in the upcoming time .The
cycle GAN is continuous ongoing field of research that is
ameliorating day by day and tends to provide devastating
results. This paper enforces the paradoxical boundaries that
term the model to be unsupervised. cycle GAN can be used to
train various GAN model and ameliorate their
performances[14].
Our image translation lacks the dexterity of diversity.We also
observe than cycle GAN produce low resolution images the
drawback which will be addressed in our future work. In our
next future works we would tend to diversify our works into
other domains such as Medicare and neural style transfer and
image resolution optimization involving multiple generators
which shows a dearth of cycle consistency loss thereby
ameliorating the resolution of the images[13].
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